The dual Meissner effect is the promising mechanism for quark confinement. We have proposed a new formulation of SU(N) Yang-Mills (YM) theory on a lattice, which can extract the dominant mode for quark confinement in the gauge independent manner. In the last lattice conference, we have demonstrated by measuring the string tension from the Wilson loop average in the SU(3) YM theory that the restricted non-Abelian variable and the extracted non-Abelian magnetic monopoles play the dominant role in confinement of fundamental quarks (dominance in the string tension), in marked contrast to the Abelian projection. In this talk, we focus on the dual Meissner effect in SU(3) YM theory, which is examined by measuring the distribution of chromo-electric field strength created by a static quark-antiquark pair. We apply the new lattice formulation, and examine whether or not the non-Abelian dual superconductivity claimed by us is indeed a mechanism of quark confinement. We present a preliminary result of the direct evidence for the non-abelian dual Meissner effect, that is to say, restricted U(2)-field part of the flux tube plays the dominant role in the quark-antiquark potential.
Introduction
Quark confinement follows from the area law of the Wilson loop average. The dual Meissner effect is the promising mechanism for quark confinement [1] . Based on the Abelian projection there are many numerical analyses which support the dual superconductivity picture, such as Abelian dominance [2] , magnetic monopole dominance [3] [4] , and center vortex dominance [5] in the string tension. However, these results are obtained only in special gauges such as the maximal Abelian (MA) gauge and the Laplacian Abelian gauge. Such gauge fixings also cause the problem of the color symmetry (global symmetry) breaking.
To overcome these problems, we have presented a new lattice formulation of SU (N) Yang-Mills (YM) theory [7] [10] , that gives the decomposition of the gauge link variable suited for extracting the dominant mode for quark confinement. In the case of the SU (2) YM theory, the decomposition of the gauge link variable is given by a compact representation of Cho-Duan-Ge-Faddeev-Niemi (CDGFN) decomposition [6] on a lattice. [8] [9] For the SU (N) YM theory, the new formula for the decomposition of the gauge link variable is constructed as an extension of the SU (2) case. There are several possibilities of decomposition an extension of the SU (2) case. There are several possibilities of decomposition corresponding to the stability subgroupH of gauge symmetry group G, while there is the unique option ofH = U (1) in the SU (2) . For the case of G = SU (3), there are two possibility which we call the maximal option and the minimal option. The maximal option is obtained for the stability groupH = U (1) ×U (1), which is the gauge invariant version of the Abelian projection in the maximal Abelian (MA) gauge [11] [12] . The minimal one is obtained forH = U (2) ∼ = SU (2) ×U (1), suitable for the Wilson loop in the fundamental representation [18] . We have demonstrated the gauge independent (invariant) restricted U (2)-dominance, (or conventionally called "Abelian" dominance), (σ V /σ f ull = 93 ± 16%) where the decomposed V -field (restricted U(2) field) reproduced the string tension of original YM field, and the gauge independent non-Abelian magnetic monopole dominance (σ mon /σ V = 94 ± 9%), where the string tension was reproduced by only the (non-Abelian) magnetic monopole part extracted from the restricted U(2) field (see Figure 1 ) [14] [13] [15] [17] .
To establish the dual superconductivity picture, the dual Meissner effect in Yang-Mills theory must be examined by measuring the distribution of chromo-electric field strength or color flux created by a static quark-antiquark pair. There are many works on color flux for the Yang-Mills field by using Wilson line/loop operator [20] [22] [21] [23] [24] . However, there is no direct measurement of the dual Meissner effect for the SU (3) YM theory in the gauge independent (invariant) way. In this talk, we focus on the dual Meissner effect. Applying our new formulation to the SU (3) YM theory, we measure the distribution of the extracted chromo-electric field strength which is created by a static quark-antiquark pair. Then, we investigate whether or not the non-Abelian dual superconductivity claimed by us is indeed a mechanism of quark confinement in SU (3) YM theory.
Extracting the dominant mode for dual super conductivity
We briefly review a new formulation of the lattice YM theory, which extracts non-Abelian dual superconductivity mode for SU (3) YM theory. [17, 15] In this talk, we use the minimal option, since we consider the quark confinement in the fundamental representation. Let us consider the decomposition of link variables, U x,µ = X x,µ V x,µ , where V x.µ could be the dominant mode for quark confinement, and X x,µ the remainder part. The YM field and the decomposed new-variables are transformed by full SU (3) gauge transformation Ω x such that V x,µ is transformed as the gauge link variable and X x,µ as the site available:
The decomposition is determined by the defining equation
where h x is a introduced color field 
x 's are su(2)-Lie algebra values , and q x an integer value 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1, respectively. These defining equations can be solved exactly [16] , and the solution is given by
Note that the above defining equations correspond to the continuum version:
h(x) = 0 and tr(h(x)X µ (x)) = 0, respectively. In the naive continuum limit, we have the corresponding decomposition,
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To determine the decomposition, we need to determine the color field. Here, we use the reduction condition to minimize the functional 5) which is equivalent to solving the ground state of a spin glass. From the non-Abelian Stokes' theorem [18] [19] and the Hodge decomposition of the field strength
, we obtain the magnetic part (magnetic monopole current) in the gauge independent way. Therefore, the gauge invariant magnetic monopole is defined by using the V -field as
Note that the the current k µ is the non-Abelian magnetic monopole current, since V x,µ is the decomposed restricted U (2) filed.
Measurements of color flux
We investigate the color flux produced by a quark-antiquark pair, see the left panel of Fig. 2 . In order to explore the color flux in the gauge invariant way, we use the connected correlator of the Wilson line [25] (see the right panel of Fig.2 ),
where W represents the Wilson loop as the quark and anti-quark source term, U p a plaquette variable as the probe operator to measure field strength, L the Wilson line connecting the source W and probe U p , and N the number of color (N = 3). The symbol O denotes the average of the operator O in the space and the ensemble of the configurations. Note that this is sensitive to the field strength rather than the disconnected one. Indeed, in the naive continuum limit, the connected correlator ρ W is given by 8) while the disconnected one is given by
Thus, the color filed strength is given by F µν = β 2N ρ W . To investigate the non-Abelian dual Meissner effect as the mechanism of quark confinement, we measure correlators of the restricted U (2) field, V x,µ , in place of the original YM filed. Note again that this restricted U (2)-field and the non-Abelian magnetic monopole extracted from it reproduce the string tension in the quark-antiquark potential. (see Fig. 1 We generate gauge configurations using the standard Wilson action on a 24 4 lattice with β = 6. The gauge link decomposition is obtained by the formula given in the previous section, i.e., the color field configuration is obtained by solving the reduction condition of minimizing the functional eq(2.5), and the decomposition is obtained by using the formula eq(2.3). In the measurement, we apply the APE smearing method to reduce the noise.
The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the result of measurements of the color flux obtained from the original YM field. Here the quark and antiquark source is introduce as 8 × 8 Wilson loop (W ) in the X-T plane, and the probe (U p ) is set at the center of Wilson loop and moved along the Y-direction. (see Fig. 2 ). The E x component only has non-zero value, and it decreases quickly as away from the Wilson loop. The right panel of Fig. 3 shows the color flux obtained from the restricted U (2)-field, where the gauge link variable V x,µ is used in place of the YM field U x,µ in eq(3.7). The E x component only has non-zero value as well as the original YM filed case, and color flux is detected only along the Wilson loop. Then, to investigate the profile of the color flux tube we explore the distribution of color flux in the dimensional plane. 
Summary and outlook
We have studied the dual Meissner effect for SU (3) YM theory by using our new formulation of YM theory on a lattice. We have extracted the restricted U (2) field from the YM field which play a dominant role in confinement of quark (fermion in the fundamental representation), i.e., the restricted U (2) dominance and the non-Abelian magnetic monopole dominance in the string tension. By measuring the color flux for both the original YM field and the restricted U (2) field, we have investigated the dual Messier effect of SU (3) YM theory. We have found that the electric part of the color flux is narrowed down in both cases, and the restricted U (2) field part is dominant in the long distance region. We have found the tube-shaped flux of the electric part of the restricted U (2) color field, which is a direct evidence of the non-Abelian dual superconductivity.
To confirm the non-Abelian dual superconductivity picture, we need further study on the dual Meissner effect of SU (3) YM theory, e.g., determination of the type of dual super conductor, measurement of the penetrating depth, induced magnetic current around color flux due to the magnetic monopole condensation, and so on.
